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																													Melbourne's Trusted Exposed Aggregate Experts

We offer exposed aggregate, coloured and plain concrete driveways, pathways and entertaining areas, and so many more.

Book Online


Call Us





																																									

																							

										

																																								
																																																																		

									
	
										
											
																																																	
																													Exposed Aggregate Melbourne

Hassle-free, fast turn around with up to 78th Month Warranty on Structure. Modern & Custom Designed, Onside Quotes Guaranteed.

Book Online


Call Us




																																									

																							

										

																																								
																																																																		

									
	
										
											
																																																	
																													Melbourne's Trusted Concreters

We offer exposed aggregate, coloured and plain concrete driveways, pathways and entertaining areas, and so many more.

Book Online
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MELBOURNE’S TRUSTED EXPOSED AGGREGATE EXPERTS



We’re open & ready to take concreting projects. Thank you for supporting local businesses.


Book Online
Call Us
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Melbourne’s Trusted Concrete Driveways & Exposed Aggregate Concrete Experts

We are one of the best-established concrete companies Melbourne has to offer that has extensive experience in architectural pavement and formwork design, in both the domestic and commercial sectors. Our company specialises in exposed aggregate, permeable paving, coloured,  pave cut and plain pavement, driveways, plus pathways, slabs and entertaining areas – offering an extensive range of products. If you’re looking for concreters in Melbourne that you can trust, let us know!

We also offer a broader range of services including landscaping design and construction of retaining walls, decks, pergolas and entertaining areas for your next project.

Our Melbourne concrete company has an excellent reputation for high quality, reliable and professional service.

We understand that quality works at your property can add significant value to your home, with our team of trades we will work together with you, ensuring the result exceeds expectations. If you allow our concreters to handle your project, you can rest assured that you will get the best concreting service that’s guaranteed to last for many years!

Call us on 1300 366 343 or request a quote online.



Learn More




Our Services
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Concrete Driveways

When it comes to driveways, there is more than what meets the eye. It is the pathway to your home and tells people a lot about how you want to be viewed.

Learn More
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Exposed Aggregate

Decorative solutions created by removing the uppermost layer of cement and exposing the underlying aggregate. This process makes the decorative aggregate highly durable, as well as skid and slip-resistant.

Learn More
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Concrete Slabs

They come in many forms and can be utilised to provide great thermal comfort and several lifestyle advantages. Normally, slabs can be on-ground, suspended or a mixture of both.

Learn More






Get A Quote

Choose us if you’re looking for professional, quality workmanship and experienced concrete company.
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Why Choose Us









Up to 78 month warranty on structure












We have an excellent reputation for high quality, reliable and professional service












Family owned and run business












High Quality and professionally done projects












Modern and custom concrete design














Hassle-free and fast turnaround projects












Get onsite quotes – guaranteed












Proud member of Master Builders Association












Registered Building Practitioner












Highly trained and experienced concrete company.
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Concrete Driveways

We specialise in the design and installation of plain and coloured driveways in Melbourne and Northern Suburbs. We also have a great deal of experience with exposed aggregate pavers and have completed many domestic and commercial projects in the city featuring driveways, paths and communal areas.

Whether you are thinking about having a new driveway, or if you are interested in building a new entertainment area in your backyard, centred on a durable coloured surface, we can help to turn your exterior home improvement dreams into a physical reality.

Contact us today to discuss your requirements and to request a competitive quotation.


Get A Quote



Learn More







Exposed Aggregate

It is becoming extremely popular in Melbourne and surrounding areas such as Northern Suburbs because it’s incredibly durable and visually appealing!

When our Melbourne concrete company lays a new surface, you can be sure that it is going to look as good after several long winters as it did on the day that it was first installed.

If you’re looking for a surface that’s next to no-maintenance, provides excellent traction in wet weather, can withstand heavy foot traffic and the harsh climate in Australia.

We have a variety of surfaces for homes and businesses, so if you need help, just let us know your aesthetic preferences, and the material you want to use, and we will handle the rest for you!


Get A Quote



Learn More
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Services with High Standards and Competitive Rates

The combination of high standards and low prices ensures that our services are in constant demand across the city. No matter how many quotes you are planning to obtain, make sure you get in touch with us before making your decision because you are sure to find our proposal of interest.

We are committed to providing all of our customers, whether they are interested in exposed aggregate pavers, plain patio areas or updated driveways in Melbourne, with a highly professional service at highly appealing prices.


Get A Quote



Learn More
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FREE Brochure:

We have a vast range of colours and textured aggregate – to suit all landscape and architectural desires. In this resource, you will learn exactly about our concrete range.
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Our Projects
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Park Orchards

Domestic
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Malvern Aurora

Domestic
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Skye

Domestic
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Harkaway Soho

Domestic
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Glen Waverley

Domestic
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Tootagarook Custom

Domestic
















Our Exposed Aggregate range
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Addison
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Concept Addison
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Concept Addison Black
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Madison
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Madison Black
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Concept Madison
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Concept Madison Bay Brown
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Concept Madison Black
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Concept Merinda
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Concept Merinda Desert Sand
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Concept Porepunkah
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Concept Porepunkah Black
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Concept Santa Cruz
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Concept Santa Cruz Black
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Concept Soho
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Concept Soho Black



Premium Custom Range

Contact us today to discuss what other ranges our suppliers have available or the design mix you have in mind for your project.










Frequently Asked Questions About Our Driveways and Exposed Aggregate


	
		
			Do you know the importance of having a Registered Building Practitioner?

			Not only does our team comprise experienced concreters, our team also includes a Registered Building Practitioner. This is important because all construction works on your property over $5000 require you to enter a Domestic Building Contract. You can only enter into a Domestic Building contract with a Registered Building Practitioner.
The benefit of having a Registered Building Practitioner is that before commencing any work on your driveway we provide you with a Domestic Building Contract meeting all the requirements of the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995.
Having a Registered Building Practitioner as part of our team is unique. This unique service and the provision of a contract that meets all the legal requirements will provide you with security and peace of mind throughout the construction of your driveway.


		

		
			What is a Domestic Building Contract?

			The Domestic Building Contract is a binding document between you and us that provides you with information and rights in relation to start and completion dates, warranties and insurance, termination and payment options. For all construction works on your property we will provide you with a Domestic Building Contract for Minor Works.


		

		
			Did you know that under a Domestic Building Contract you have termination rights ?

			The Domestic Building Contract provides you with extra security including rights of termination in relation to the construction of your driveway if the builder is in substantial breach of the contract.The Domestic Building Contract provides you with extra security including rights of termination in relation to the construction of your driveway if the builder is in substantial breach of the contract.


		

		
			Did you know that under a Domestic Building Contract there are limits on the deposit amount that you pay?

			Under the Domestic Building Contract there are limits on the deposit amounts that you can be required to pay.
The payment obligation under the Domestic Building Contract provides that:

				The amount of the deposit cannot be more than 5% of the original contract price if that price is $20,000 or above

	The amount of the deposit cannot be more than 10% of the original contract price if that price is less than $20,000

	This reduces the burden on you making a large upfront deposit for work on your driveway.




		

		
			Did you know construction works of $12,000 or more must be covered by Home Owners Warranty Insurance?

			All construction works on your property that are over $12,000 must be covered by Home Owners Warranty Insurance.
Another benefit of having a Registered Building Practitioner is that the registered building practitioner is able to take out Home Owners Warranty Insurance for construction work on your driveway.
When you enter into a contract with us for works on your driveway over $12,000 we arrange Home Owners Warranty Insurance. This warranty will begin from the date of completion of the construction work on your driveway.
Driveways are considered non-structural works. When you have Home Owners Warranty Insurance there is a two year non-structural guarantee for your driveway.
This guarantee provides you with additional security once your driveway is completed by our team*.


		

		
			Why You Should Use Pavement Footings For Your Home?

			Footings are a vital part of the foundations of any home, and even some smaller structures such as decks and walls. Essentially, they prevent a building from moving, slipping, and even falling down.
Learn more about the importance of footings.


		

		
			What are the benefits of choosing professional services in Melbourne?

			Hiring professional concrete company offers many benefits like efficiency, hassle-free projects, safe implementation of work, and work being held to a high standard. Learn more about the benefits of hiring professional concreters here.


		

		
			How to find the best concreter in Melbourne?

			With so many concrete companies in Melbourne, you may feel overwhelmed and would instead consider doing your pavement yourself. If you want to find the best concreters in Melbourne, then read this article!


		

	








Our Capabilities
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Our Affiliations
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	How to Fix an Uneven or Sunken Concrete Driveway
Concept Concrete2024-03-29T06:24:35+08:00Concrete|

Is your driveway cracked or uneven?  More than a frustrating eyesore, an uneven driveway poses potential safety hazards to you, [Read More]


Read More
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	How to Repair and Resurface Your Cracked or Damaged Concrete Driveway
Concept Concrete2024-03-28T17:55:53+08:00Concrete|

Are you side-stepping cracks, potholes and chips in your concrete driveway? Without proper attention, small problems can become much worse. [Read More]


Read More
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	Honed Concrete vs. Exposed Aggregate: What’s Better For Your Melbourne Home?
Concept Concrete2024-03-28T17:53:59+08:00Exposed Aggregate|

Concrete finishes have come a long way from the days when concrete was drab, dull and grey. Today, concrete finishes [Read More]


Read More













Testimonials
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The driveway of my brother’s property cracked so I helped him to get three quotes to rebuild the new driveway. Concept Concrete’s quote was the most competitive and Gabe and his team did a great work.


Young Feng
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No hesitation in recommending. My job certainly created a challenge due to the steepness of our block and they managed to solve the issue to which others baulked at.


Michael Minihan
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I wanted to say a big thankyou to Kyle, Michael and everyone involved in our driveway. It looks absolutely fantastic! We are extremely pleased with the level of quality, expertise and professionalism shown by all team members. Everything in the process from start to finish has gone smoothly and we would happily recommend Concept Concrete to anyone looking for a new concrete driveway.


Glen H
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Gabe, Nick and (forgot the other guy’s name) did an awesome job on our driveway, footpath and crossover. Very professional and reliable. Won’t hesitate recommending to others. Thanks to Nicki for rescheduling as well to accommodate our move to the new house.


Renato Thirard
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The team at Concept Concrete did an amazing job with my new driveway.

It took me over 2 years to find a company I trusted to do it, due to being burnt in past.

Pretty happy now though they have a big enough team, the right equipment and all the knowledge to make light work of what I thought was going to be a complex job.

They worked hard and kept me well updated at all stages. The end result was very impressive. I recommend Concept concrete and would use them again for future projects. Big thanks to Nicki, Gabe, Kyle and everyone else on the team.




Garth Snimmit





View More
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Adam Wenczel

The team at Concept Concrete did a fantastic job and made the experience as easy as possible. I would highly recommend them.
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Paul Stevens

Concept concrete has done a fantastic job of our driveway and retaining wallfrom all the office staff to the workers that worked so hard to do a fantastic job . They always kept me updated. It was finished on time and at a fair price . I was very happy with the job and will highly recommend them to everyone .
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Stuart Newstead

Excellent workmanship at very reasonable prices. Very professional process for quoting and managing the works with with super hard working and skilled guys on the job delivering a fantastic end product. Highly recommended.
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Hemant Arora

I am delighted to share my overwhelmingly positive experience with Concept Concrete, particularly with Ryan, Cooper, and their dedicated team. Their exemplary work on the concrete around my house and driveway crossover far exceeded my expectations. From the outset, Ryan and team demonstrated professionalism and expertise, offering valuable insights and recommendations during the consultation process.Throughout the project, Concept Concrete's team displayed remarkable skill and efficiency, meticulously preparing the area and executing the concrete work with precision and care. The end result is nothing short of stunning - a beautifully finished concrete surface that not only enhances the aesthetic appeal of my property but also promises durability and functionality for years to come.What truly sets Concept Concrete apart is their unwavering commitment to customer satisfaction. Ryan, Copper, and their team went above and beyond to ensure that I was completely satisfied with every aspect of the project. Their dedication, reliability, and attention to detail were evident in every interaction.I am thoroughly impressed with the outcome and wholeheartedly recommend Concept Concrete to anyone seeking high-quality concrete work. Their outstanding craftsmanship and exceptional service have made them my trusted choice for future projects.
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Janet Green

We engaged concept concrete to do our driveway, apron and alfresco. The team were really flexible helping us with options to suit our budget and the boys did an amazing job. We are really happy with our aggregate concrete. It looks amazing 🤩 Highly recommend Concept Concrete! They are responsive, professional and skilled at what they do.
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Daniel Basford

Concept Concrete did an excellent job when replacing our old driveway with a new exposed aggregate driveway. They were always friendly, reliable, professional and helpful. Highly recommended.Daniel,Langwarrin, VIC.
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Arthur Papias

Great team, quality job. finnished result was exactly what I expected! Crew were polite and profesional and left job site clean and tidy. Highly recomended.
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Paul Scott

Very professional staff and a great new look for my house.Thanks!
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Shien-Chyi Hui
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Jenine Bracken

We are very happy with our new driveway.  Everybody was great to deal with.  Good communication
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Barry Singer

Delighted with service and end result from Concept Concrete Commercial. Their staff were excellent and informative and kept us notified at all stages.Happy to recommend them.Barry S.



[image: Graeme B]
Graeme B

From my first enquiry to obtain an 'onsite' quote through to job completion, Concept Concrete delivered a professional service and end product that included prompt and accurate communications and information during each stage of the work.
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Michael Pryor

From the very first consultation visit through to the end of the process, the Concept Concrete team was professional and hard working. The final result is excellent and we're very pleased with the result.
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Kural Akcamci

Very professional and provided a swift service .
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Joanne Shea

We would heartily recommend Concept Concrete to anyone needing some concrete work to be done. Concept recently put in a driveway ramp and some crushed rock pathways for us.Any word you could use to describe the Team at Concept would be a positive one – Skilled; Efficient; Hard-working; Punctual; Reliable; Dedicated; Friendly - to say just a few.Concept are clearly proud of the work they do. And so they should be.Joanne & DonMordialloc.
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Min Liu

Highly professional crew, small enough to care, big enough with the resources to get the job done, excellent communications and punctual. Competitive pricing and excellent workmanship.
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Leigh Berrell

I am very happy to have chosen Concept Concrete to provide my exposed aggregate driveway.  They did a great job, were very professional and the final result looks wonderful.  They listened to my requirements and were flexible in helping my wife and I achieve what we were looking for.  Very happy to recommend Concept Concrete to anyone looking for a reliable and professional concreter.
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JON GILBERTSON

a top notch responsible quality crew.professional, polite and punctual.Treated my house like it was their own.Definitely what it says on the tin...!  :)
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Kevin Enassee

We engaged Concept Concrete for one of our projects in Balwyn. They are professional and product high quality works! Highly recommended and will definitely work with them in the future.
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phil mayfield

Thanks to Gabe and his team. The work you did today is fantastic. These guys were efficient, with a quick turnaround time, and so pleasant to deal with.
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Jim Grover

Very professional and very very good end product, the staff were very respectful and diligent, worked there butts off through pretty hot days. And overall where just wonderful humans. So glad I spent a little extra and paid for a quality service . We are truly thrilled with our driveway and footpath.Special thanks to Gabe and Matt for all their effort explaining the process to me.  Colour is soho if anyone is wondering :)
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Heaven On Earth
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R R

We have a very large new Aurora style driveway care of Concept Concrete that has, made parking easier and improved the appearance and value of our home. I highly recommend the company. They made last minute minor adjustments with no fuss and that was much appreciated.
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Cylie Williams

Fantastic team and outcomes. Worked well with our builder, results look amazing.Response to phone and email.If you had to say anything bad…the 7am starts! But that means they the jobs are done quickly.Would highly recommend the team.
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Martin Fedmowski

The team at Concrete Concepts is by far the most professional team I have come across.  Gabe / Michael and the crew were so easy to deal with. The completed job is 10 out of 10.  Could not have asked for a better job.  Their attention to detail and the way they finish off a job is second to none.I would even bother looking for anyone else.  Thank you
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Suzanne Theodor

These guys are the best.Not even the torrential rain due today all over Victoria Thursday 13th October, stopped them from forming up and staying on time. Such a happy and professional bunch.Can wait to see the end result. Thanks
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Samad Mangani

We can't thank you enough for the amazing work that lifted our landscaping project in Donvale to another level. Our driveway is now a showcase to all our neighbors. Truly, every job is a self-portrait of the company that delivers the work. You guys have autographed your work with EXCELLENCE. Nikki M
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Nhuan Nguyen

Have Concept Concrete laying concrete in my backyard a month ago, happy with there work. Highly recommended.
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Sussan Peters

Could not recommend highly enough.  The team was professional and efficient.  The concrete looks great and I could not be happier with the result.  Thank you so much!
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Marg Agius

I have nothing but Praise for this Company, as they were very professional in all aspects of the work. They were on time, and fulfilled everything they said they would do. I would most certainly recommend them for their craftsmanship! Absolute GUNS!!
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Aaron Camm

Really high quality. Definitely would recommend
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Eva Vega

Exceptionally courteous and hard-working team at Concept Concrete who worked tirelessly rain and shine to give our front yard and driveway a much-needed restoration. Our interaction with this company started with Kyle who promptly attended his early morning appointment with us and provided a competitive quotation. Work commenced with Gab, Nick and others who are highly skilled in their trade and consulted with us throughout the process. We are extremely satisfied and will be recommending Concept Concrete to our family and friends.
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Theshi Kanesaretnam

I had a great experience working with Concept Concrete for my driveway. They were prompt and very efficient with their work finishing the driveway in 3 days and there were no delays or issues and the boys were really helpful as well with any complications that existed during the project. I would definitely use them for any jobs needing exposed aggregate concrete. Definitely one of the best contractors Ive used in a long time!
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Neale T

Despite the date moving a few times due to the recent bad weather and COVID the team at Concept Concrete were great. The office kept me updated on start date and when they team arrived they were awesome. I particularly liked the attention to detail during day one where Aaron and Nim made sure all the levels and falls were spot on. Aaron even spearated some of the old driveway for some clean fill I needed - it's these little things that make the difference and show how customer focussed these guys are!  They even worked through a last minute change with the council that ended up far better than expected.  Day Two was organised chaos but in a good way. Once the concrete arrived the guys didn't stop until late in the afternoon leaving me with a driveway and crossover that is the best in the court.
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Dani Matisi

Great team and excellent communication.Showed up when they said they would and the job was completed in a timely manner. Very happy with the result! Thanks!
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Michael Addis

Concept concrete did an exposed aggregate driveway for us about 18 months ago. Michael (I think) the business owner came out to quote and did a very thorough job in inspecting the site, how the drainage would be done etc, much more than a couple of people who quoted who were there all of 5 minutes. This give us more confidence that they understood what was needed. They were the most expensive price we had quoted, but we decided to go for them as it's easy to mess exposed aggregate up (learned from bitter experience at our previous house) and you only get one shot at it. So best go with someone you are confident knows what they are doing.The contract T&Cs for the job were not onerous, and due to a cancellation we had the job start within a couple of days of accepting the contract.The job went very smoothly with no problems or any claims for extras.  I described to the guy in charge on the day how much I wanted the aggregate exposed, and he said they don't have complete control, but they ended up exposing the aggregate perfectly.They did a reasonable (not perfect) job of cleaning up the site once done, although there was a reasonable amount of cement pressure washed off during the exposing of the aggregate that ended up going down the storm water drains and causing some minor issues.A subcontractor was used to cut the expansion gaps and then seal the driveway. The sealant was applied on a day with a bit of light rain, and a couple of months later it had gone cloudy and was starting to peel off in places. After I contacted Concept they immediately got the subcontractor to come and respray the sealant and it has been fine since then.There has been no cracking or any other issues with the drive in the 18 months or so that we've had it so we're happy!
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Gil Fernandes

Hassle free, competitive pricing and easy to work with on site and office crew.  From quote to completion of job, communication was excellent and the team worked around lockdown to get the job completed ASAP.  Could not speak highly enough of Gabe and the team, just watching them power through from box work to pour was making me tired.Will call on them again when cross over is due.
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Rowan Macdonald

Got a New driveway , they did a great job
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Louise Ferguson

Excellent professional service from obtaining a quote through to the completion of the job.  I would highly recommend this company and their staff who were onsite.  Very pleased with the job.
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Amy Bentley

The team at Concept Concrete spent considerable time working with us on the design and requirements for a new driveway on our property. They were professional, responsive, on time and great with follow up. They provided references which we checked and the response was overwhelmingly positive. Through the process, and post our acceptance of the quote, we discovered that council had given us the wrong permit. Concept Concrete were happy to wait until we got the right permit. The new permit application process took many weeks only for for our permit request to be rejected. It was incredibly frustrating for us as property owners, however the engagement with Nicki was excellent and we were able to extricate ourselves from the agreement we had made with Concept Concrete. We would absolutely use Concept Concrete in the future should we have a need.
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Dean Matheson

Very happy with our new driveway. The team were fantastic throughout the whole process. High quality work, efficient, professional, friendly at all times, and we could not recommend them highly enough.  Looks great. Excellent service .
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Sean Colson

Couldn't be happier with our exposed aggregate patio and pool surround. The whole Concept Concrete team were so helpful, and really went out of their way to help with a few issues that arose during the project.Huge thanks to Nicki, Kyle and Aaron - would definitely recommend their services.
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geoff higgins
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Sabrina Mallia

Before, during and after! Huge thanks to the team at Concept Concrete! Highly recommend them, great communication, punctual, so easy to deal with, reasonable rates and fantastic results. So happy with the new driveway, exposed aggregate looks amazing!
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Prue Wines

I highly recommend Concept Concrete who did my new cross-over. They did a great job.  Nicki kept me updated the whole way through and I'm very happy with their professionalism and the quality of their work.  I will be contacting them when it's time for a driveway.
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Hemant Govan

Very happy with how our driveway has turned out. Professional and easy to work with throughout the process.
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Adeel Quddus

The best service in Melbourne. Concept Concrete is the top quality brand of Melbourne. The driveway is so smooth that we can land an aeroplane on it. Keep up the good work.
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        Get some tips on how to measure up



CLICK HERE
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CONCEPT CONCRETE SERVICES ALL OF METROPOLITAN MELBOURNE.

*Conditions subject to the Domestic Building Contract for Minor Works apply to all contracts.

 
Read More
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							Contact Us
	 PO Box 287 Kerrimuir VIC 3129
	 1300 366 343
	 Email Us


Working Hours


Monday to Saturday : 8:00 AM - 6:00 PM

Sunday : Closed 


Follow Us






																					

																										
							Services
	Domestic	Exposed Aggregate
	Melbourne’s Coloured Concrete Experts
	Plain Concrete
	Melbourne’s Pave Cut Concrete Experts
	Concrete Slabs Melbourne
	Melbourne’s Concrete Driveways Experts


	Commercial
	Other Services
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							OUR LOCATION
	
Melbourne VIC 3153, Australia
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